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Why Action 
Was Required

• The Zoo utilized the space to breed birds here in the 1950’s.

• Little to no landscape management was performed.

• Invasive plants took over.

• With the height of undesirable trees, the upper canopy shaded the 
under story and the waters.

• Surfaces eroded.

• Water quality diminished.

• Desired plants died.



“It is a dead 
world!”
Alfred Caldwell, Landscape Architect
His last visit to his Lily Pool in the early 1990s



Optional 
Approaches Preservation

Rehabilitation

Restoration

Reconstruction



Rehabilitation 
Selected

• Returns property to a state of utility

• Makes efficient contemporary use possible

• Preserves portions and features of the property that have 
significant value
• Historically
• Architecturally
• Culturally



Ultimate Goal

• Preserve and Enhance the LP Lily Pool as a Historic, Natural, and Accessible 
Landscape
• Use Alfred Caldwell plans as a guideline
• Protect and enhance wildlife habitat attractiveness to birds and birders
• Make the Lily Pool handicap accessible as much as possible
• Improve water quality and appearance
• Develop a plan

• Ongoing maintenance
• Protect and preserve the Lily Pool



Caldwell’s Design

2002 Rehab Design

Careful modifications to the
Caldwell original design.



Consensus 
Results

• An agreement on maintenance and education for the site between the Friends of 
Lincoln Park (now the Lincoln Park Conservancy) and Park District established a 
future administrative plan for the space.

• The expanded boundaries of the park created additional bird-friendly habitat. 

• The reintroduced eastern path enhanced historic integrity and enabled access to 
disabled parking spots.

• The removal of some stone steps from the original design improved accessibility

• Removal of significant stone tonnage added in the 1960’s improved the ecology of 
the space.



Fullerton 
(Main) Gate

• Reopened for public use.

• Rebuilt wooden entry doors and wood 
framing.

• Brand new lantern built to Caldwell’s never-
built design, using modern materials.



Lily Pool • Emptied to check the liner.

• Cleaned thoroughly.

• Borders rebuilt and reinforced.



Removal of 
Trees and 
Invasive Species

• Caldwell’s plan called for native plants.

• It also required open light over the water and 
undercarriage.



Waterfall • In Caldwell’s plan, the source of water for the 
pool should be both seen and heard.

• Many limestone pieces had to be removed 
before the cascade could be rebuilt to design.



Bird Bath • Restored from its inoperable condition, the 
structure now has a bird bath on the lower 
level and a water fountain on the upper level.



Pavilion • Like the front gate, much of the wood had 
deteriorated significantly and had to be 
replaced.

• Additional reinforcement was discretely added 
to enhance the life and stability of these 
wooden elements.



Paths & 
Limestone

• Most of the stone pathways had to be 
removed, each piece numbered, cleaned, then 
rebuilt to the new plan.

• The Niagara limestone used throughout 
conveys Caldwell’s metaphor for the geologic 
history of the Chicago area.

• The stone unifies the space and is used 
throughout its various points of interest.



Council Ring • Accessibility was created by adding a ramp to 
the Council Ring.

• This is the only Council Ring in Chicago parks 
that follows Caldwell’s original specifications.

• It is two solid half circles separated to provide 
two opening for entering and exiting.

• In the center is a flat hearthstone.



The Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool is a well-kept secret in Lincoln Park.

A Well-Kept Secret


